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Valley—presumably because
they were no longer regarded
as being of any use.
Having pieced together evidence written in both hieroglyphic and hieratic script,
Tallet and Lehner expertly
reveal the archives of a single work gang, 160
men in total, which cover slightly more than a
calendar year, probably during the final year
of Khufu’s reign. The crew worked under the
naval designation “The Escort Team of ‘The
Uraeus of Khufu is its Prow’”—the Uraeus
being the stylized image of an upright, rearing cobra, a symbol of Egyptian sovereignty.
Divided into four sections, they undertook
at least five different tasks in different locations, all of which were recorded on separate
papyri. These tasks included transporting
by boat heavy blocks from Nile Valley limestone quarries to Giza’s harbor for use in the
Great Pyramid, voyaging across the Red Sea,
maintaining a network of artificial canals,
and building harbor facilities. One section
leader, Inspector Merer, drafted “meticulous
reports,” naming Khufu’s half brother as the
recipient of the stone, which provide a detailed picture of the functioning of the state
at this iconic time in Egyptian history.
The archive reveals that Khufu’s pyramid
was made not by large teams of ruthlessly exploited, unpaid slaves, as seminally proposed
by the ancient Greek historian Herodotus,
but by a relatively small, “highly skilled,
well-rewarded workforce.” The papyri reveal
nothing definitive, however, about building
techniques, such as how materials were lifted
onto ramps as the pyramid rose from its base.
This mystery remains to be deciphered. j
A papyrus
fragment sheds
light on the
construction
of Egypt’s Great
Pyramid.
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